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UNIDO/ALt.ITER V-FKI Ltd_ 

ABSTRACT 

\VORKSHOP ON PRODUCTION AND APPLICATIONS OF ALUMINA 

CHEMICALS 

Posts No.: DP/IND/88/015/11-55 to 11-59/J 13207 

Global objective: 

To assist the primary alumina producers in formulating strategies for the develorment of 

production capacities for alumina chemicals. 

Special objectives: 

- disseminating information on world production and consumption, characterisation and 

application of speciality alurninas 

providing a forum for extensive discussion between the producers, consumers and R & D 

institutions with a view to characterising the world and Indian scenes 

Duration: October 26-30, which includes 

Octob~r 26: 

October 27-29: 

October 30: 

Preparation for the Workshop 

Workshot> 

Discussion, brief evaluation. 

Background material provided to Indian alumina producers: 

Production oriented Workshop handout on Co-products and by-products of the Bayer 

Alumina Production 1991, Budapest 

Application oriented Workshop handout on Production and Applications of Alumina 

Chemicals 1993, India 

CONCLUSIONS: 

The subjects debated at the workshop included the rcvi~wing of the world alumina chemicals 

production and their market; the present status of world alumina industry and the strategy of 

producing alumina chemicals; the main field of application, characteristics and market for 

alumir11um trihydroxide, activated alumina, calcined sintered and fused alumina products. 
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-2- UNIOO/ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. 

The main conclusions of the workshop are as follows: 

both th~ production and application of alumina chemicals are in advanced state in the 

developed countries where the markets are oversupplied. Therefore, the chances of 

breaking into this market by a new producer are very limited 

the Indian scent> can be characterized by: 

+ Only INDAL produces alumina chemicals among the primary alumina producers, 

while the other three alumina plants are still at the consideration stage 

• the size oflndian market is not exactly known/explored 

• utilisation of the domestic production potential seems to be low 

an opponunity was provided for interaction between producer and user industries; the 

latter have raised some questions which need to be examined carefully. 

the Workshop basically fulfilled its role since: 

• it gave a detailed picture on the world production and market situati~n based on which 

it became possible to evaluate the Indian possibilities, too 

• a good base was provided for the alumina producers to form their strategy to produce 

alumina chemicals 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The policy makers of the Indian alumina plants should carefully investigate all quesuons 

relating to the production/application and market when they preparing their decisions to 

produce alumina chemicals. It is desirable to establish extensive interaction with the user 

industries to make the development and production activities meaningful. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the framework of project No. DP/11'1'D/88/015, the Jawaharlal Nehru Aluminium Research 

Development and Design Centre (JNARDDC) is being set up at Nagpur by the Ministry of 

Mines. Government of India in collaboration with the United Nations Development 

Programme has. as one of its objectives. the development of special value added products. The 

Centre is being equipped with some sophisticated equipment for the production and 

characterisation of special alumina chemicals. It was. therefore, felt desirable that a workshop 

on this topic be Clrganised with the following objec.:ives: 

disseminating information on W\Jrld production and consumption. characterisation 

and applications of special alumina chemicals 

providing a forum for extensive discussion between the producers, consumers and 

R & D and academic institutions with a view to characterising the present Indian 

scene and 

formulating a joint programme of co-operation between the producers, consumers. 

research and academic institutions. 

In order to provide information to the participants on the current status. the Centre had sought 

the co-operation of the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) to 

organise a Workshop on the production and application of alumina chemicals in Bangalore. 

India in October, 1993. 

The duration of Workshop: 5 days. 

Based on the above the UNIDO and ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. signed a Letter of Agreement fN 

Reimbursable Loan with the provisions of 5 Special Service Agreement No.: 

DP/IND/88/015/11-SS to 11-59 

Since the Job Descriptions are very similar to each other only one of them is attached as 

Appendix I. according to which the followings are to be completed· 

to prepare a Workshop handout, and 

to present lectures and provide consultancy during the Workshop. 

The Workshop handout was prepared by the authors named in the Job Descriptions and by co

authors/sec Appendix 11./by the end of August, 1993 a.1d submitted to UNIDO, Vienna and 

JNARDDC. Nagpur where the Centre made it copied for the participants of the Workshop. 
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The Workshop handout consist of five chapters (140 pages). 3 Annexes (45 pages) and 

containing 44 figures, 57 tables and more than 70 references_ 

The Content of Handout is shown in Appendix III. 

Due to some organisation difficulties, the project management had to change the programme 

resulting in the follo\\ings: 

the time for panel discussions was shortened by additional lectures by Dr. K. Evans, 

ALCAN and representatives oflndian firms 

because of these changes the final programme of the Workshop could be fixed on site on 

26th November only featuring by the followings: 

• October 26 Programme modification 

• October 27-29 Workshop 

• October 30 Consultation, evaluation of Workshop 

The final Workshop programme is given in Appendix JV_ 

The selection/invitation of Indian participants were organised by JNARDDC with the 

assistance of Dr. J. Zambo CT A, UNIDO. As a result of this activity 42 participants from 

various relevant areas attended the Workshop. The list of participants is shown in Appendix 

V. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORKSHOP 

The Workshop programme consisted of the following parts: 

Lectures 

Consultation 

Social events 

These were given by the ALUTERV-FKI Ltd., experts, 

Dr. T Kalman, Dr. L. Gillemot, Dr. M. Toth, Dr_ K 

Nagy. Mr. Z. Balogh and also Dr. K Solymar. The 

lectures were focused on the application possibilities 

where the specialty aluminas found extensive use mainly in 

the developed countries. 

Each lecture was followed by a .ihort informal discussion 

on the given subject 
The lecturers also ensured possibility to discuss questions 

raised at the end of each working day as well as on 30th 

November, 1993 _ 

The working lunches, welcome party were also the forums 

to exchange technical views and discuss 

questions/problems of common interest. 

During the Workshop, modified self-evaluation fonns Appendix Vl of UNIDO'S Group 

Training Programme Evaluation were distributed and requested to fill them in by the 

participants. 

The Workshop programme performed is evaluated on the following point of views: 

I. Evaluation based on the opinions of participants by filling in the evaluation forms. 

The received 25 filled in forms were evaluated and summarized out of which 

the main issues are given below in the same sequance as of the file nulT'Oering 
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I.) Program content and organisation 

1.) The total duration of the Workshop was estimated mostly just right (15). but a lot of 

participants mostly of INDAL suggest shorter one. 

2.) The daily schedule was find by 12 % of the participants (3) too heavy and by others 

( ??). . h -- jUSt ng t. 

3.) Lot of participants suggested to deal more with the technological problems. 

4.) In general the training corresponded to the professional needs. but the distribution of 

the opinions is very vide. 

5.) The general level of the training was found as adequate (19 from 25) and only 3 

participants evaluated it as too low and 1 much to low and in spite of them 2 stated 

that it too high. This shows the very great differences in exp\!rience of participants in 

this field. 

6.-7.) The subjects mentioned as most valuable and least valuable topics are listed in 

Appendix VII. The reason mentioned most frequently that the given subject was 

relevant or irrelevant for the person. 

8.) Majority of participants mentioned the technologies of speciality alumina as relevant 

subjects which were not adequately covered in the program. 

9.) Relating to the lectures IO participants do not wish changes, I of the1n wish more, 5 

I wish less lectures. Some of them needs more group work (panel discussion). 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 0.) The general standards of the instructors relating to command of English was found 

very good by I participant, rather good 6, fair by 13 and poor by 5. The opinions 

relating to the method of instructions were better (very good 3, rather good 10, fair 9 

and poor 3). In general the average standards of instructors can be evaluated as 

adequate. 
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11.) The common opinion of the participants (with 5 - 5 exceptions only) that they have 

sufficient time for professional exchange of views both with the program staff and 

fellow participants. 

12.) The benefit of the exchanges of views with the program staff was evaluated a great 

deal by 3, much 11, somewhat 6 and little by 5 of participants. Les ... effective was the 

exchanges of view \vith fellows participants (great deal 3. much 7. somewhat 10 and 

little 5). 

IL Relevance and applicability 

13.) It was found that the contents of the program was relevant to the connections in the 

company/institute of the participants to a very good extent at 3. to a great extent at 7, 

to a sufficient extent at 9 small extent at 5, and to a very small extent 1 participant 

according to their special interest (job) and the expected development in the related 

fields at their companies (institutes). 

14.) Majority of the participants evaluated the Workshop program point of view of their 

professional benefit useful (to a very great extent 3, to great extent 6, to a sufficient 

extent 8) but some of them was not satisfied (to a small extent 1 and to a very small 

extent 1) .. 

15.) Similar opinion was expressed relating to the opportunity to apply the newly acquired 

knowledge and experience in the present job of the participants. 

16.) The participants declared that they are in position to transfer the newly acquired 

knowledge to others in their home cou'ltry (to a very great extent 3, to great extent 3, 

to a sufficient extent 11, to a small extent S and to a very small extent 3). 

17.} This transfer will be done mostly in a day-to-day work to colleagues and subordinates. 
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Ill Main findings/recommendations of the participants (summarising) 

The training was corresponding to a sufficient ex"tent to their professional needs, the general 

level was estimated as an adequate one, the general standards of instructions were found rather 

good, the contents of the program was evaluated as relevant to conditions to a great or at least 

sufficient extent. It was also a common opimon that the total duration of the program was just 

right and the participants had sufficient time for professional exchange of views \vith the staff 

The Workshop should be much more concentrated to the technological aspects. the quality 

control (assurance) and environmental protection. 

Plant visits should be organised according to the special interest and possibilities. More time to 

spend with plant visits where detailed information are requested. Sight-seeing of user 

industries should be included. 

Small gro~ps should be formed for the group works and more group works (panel discussion) 

should be organised. 

Higher level of participation from end-users would have brought on the development needs. 

Participation/presentation by University Scholars, dealing on related matters, would have 

helped bringing industry closer to lmtitutes. 

Agents for sophisticated instruments for Quality Assurance, as needed to support activities in 

this business, could furnish cost data. maintenance contracts, etc. for the prospective 

entrepreneurs to acquire relevant information. 

Some presentation could have been given by Indian Institute of Science. 

Programme staff members can be taken to the bauxite rich states. Existing value-added 

projects of bauxite can be shown to them for the expansion, diversification and modification. 

Visits to the consumer industry where the meeting of seller and buyer can be arranged. 

Production technology and services rendered may be published in the house journal of the 

centre (JNARDDC). 

Monthly Home Bulletin" may be published by the JNARDDC, Nagpur. 

All special alumina chemicals price tariffs, with CIF 'value' can be compiled from companies 

and published in the suggested Bulletin. 

There should have been some visit to plants using aluminium chemicals around Bangalore. 

Such Programmes of training related to aluminium and aluminium products should be 

organised. 
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The workshop should highlighted some aspects of preparation methods along with equipment 

selection for such methods based on their commercial experiences_ 

Also the addresses of such equipment manufacturer was not covered_ 

2. Evaluation by the team of ALUTERV-FKI's lecturers 

The Workshop basically fulfilled its role since: 

it gave a detailed picture on the world production and market situation based on which 

the Indian possibilities can ~!so be evaluated/framed 

a good base was provided for the alumina producers to form their strategy to produce 

alumina chemicals 

a platform was provided for both alumina producers and end users where they could 

exchange the crucially important technical views of the two closely connected industrial 

areas. 

The final conclusions/recommendation of the Workshop is given in Appendix VIII. which 

were prepared at the site by the representatives of the ALUTERV-FKI's team, Dr. T. Kalman, 

UNIDO, Dr. l Zambo CTA and JNARDDC, Dr. T. R Ramachandran, NPD_ 

25th November, 1993 _ 

--r.;!,<lli 
Dr. T. Kalman 

ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. 

Team leader 
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APPENDIX I. - 1- DP/L"'lD/88/0IS 

·' 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPKEMT ORGANIZATION 

JOB DESCPIPTION"1 

DP/IHD/88/015/11-55 

Post Title: Expert in Markets of Special Aluminas 

Duration: 
One montb \three weeks ac bome l:iase.ooe"!vwel(. in B.angalore) 

Date required: August 1993 

Duty Station: 

Purpose or 
project: 

Homebase and travel to Banc;alore, India 

The immediate objective o! the project is to 
assist the Government of L'ldia in settinq up a 
functioninq AlUDiniwa Resezrch, Development and 
Design Centre consisting of: 

a) AlUJDina Production Research Deparbaent 
b) Jlumi.nium Electrolysis Department 
c) Analytical Research DerartJnent 
d) General Services, instr1::!iientation and Control 

Department (incl. Workshop and Maintenance) 
e) General Administration ~ Finance Department 

The Centre will develop ca;>ability of carryinq 
out the following main functions on behalf of and 
in co-operation with the bauxite 
processinq/alumina produc:ion and aluminium 
smelter industries in the e::>untry: 

a) Assilllilation and adaptation of available 
technoloqies 
b) Providinq recomnendations and ad hoc or 
applied and analytical rese~rch to local 
industries in process impr.wement, transfer of 
technology, etc. 
c) Settinq up and opera tin; a data bank 
d) Providinq traininq of L,dian enqineers 

Five experts (Position 1:-ss to 11-59) are 
required by the Javahar:al Nehru Alwainium 
Research l'evelopment and Design Centre Nagpur for 
orqanisinq a Workshop on Production and 
Application of Al;umina Cheidcals. The Workshop 
is expected to be held in Sanqalore in october 
1993. 

The experts are required f:>r conductinq a five 

•AppllcatJo:u; and co.aunl.c•tloa.1' regardl.ag tbl$ Job Descrlptlon 
sbould be sent to: 

Project Personnel RecruJtaent SectJon. IodustrW Oper•tlon$ DJvJsion 
UNIDO. VJenna Internstlonal. Ce.acre. P.O. Bo:r JOO. Vlenna/Austrla 
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- 2 -

day workshop in Bangalore, India for participants 
from R & D institutions and prepare written notes 
for circulation to the participants in the 
Workshop by August 1993 to facilitate editing and 
reproduction by the Centre. 

The Workshop is expected to be of one week 
duration. A set of lectures of 80 minutes 
duration are to be presented mainly iu the 
mornings.covering the five major areas and the 
afternoons will be devoted to practical 
sessions/discussions. The written Workshop 
materials should include the following topics: 

Prosiuctjon and Appljcatjon of AlUJ!!jna Chemicals 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

World production and market of specialty 
aluminas 
- Present production and forecast 
- Hain products and development trends 

Hain strategies to produce specialty alumina 
chemicals 
- Co-production of smelter grade alumina and 

alumina chemicals 
- Conversion of the smelter grade alumina 

production into specialty one 

Characteristics, main fields of application 
and market of alumini1Jlll-trihydrate 
- Direct application as filler/flame 

retardant filler 
Raw materials for chemical industry 
(aluminium-sulphate, aluminium-flouride 
and cryolite, zeolite) 

Characteristics, main fields of application 
and market of transition (activated) 
aluminium-oxides 
- Desiccants 
- Selective adsorbents 
- Catalyst-carriers 

Characteristics, main fields of application 
and market of calcined, sintered and fused 
aluminas 
- Ceramic aluminas 
- Tabular aluminas 
- Calcium-alu.minate cements 
- Fused products (abrasives, refractory 

materic.ls) 
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DP/IND/88/015/11-56 

DP/IND/88/015/11-57 

DP/IND/88/015/11-58 

DP/IND/88/015/11-59 

-3- DP/IND/88/015 

JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

(ABSTRACT) 

Expert in activated aluminas 
Dr. T_ Kalman 

Expert in aluminium trihydroxide 
Mr_ z_ Balogh 

fr-pert in calcined and sintered aluminas 
Ms_ M. Toth 

Expert in fused aluminas 
Dr. K. Nagy 
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APPENDIX II. - I -

LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS 
(in alphabetical order) 

Mrs. Marta AL TRICHTER, Dipl. Ing. 

Reseuch Engineer 
ALUTERV-FKI Ud. 

DP/IND/88/015 

Completed her studies at University of Chemical Engineering, Veszprem in 1974. She 
worked for Almasfiizito ·\lumina Plant from 1976 to 1984 as head of laboratory for 
special aluminas. She has been working for ALUTERV-FKI since 1984 where her main 
topics are as follows: Bayer precipitation, i.echnological testing of bauxites, developing 
new technologies for special alurrina production, application of different chemicals in 
the Bayer-process. 

Mr. Zoltan BALOGH, Dipl. Ing. 

Head of Department 
Ajka Aluminium Industrial Ltfl. 

Graduated at Inorganic Technologies Dep. ofVe:;zpr~m University (Hungary') as a 
chemical engineei in 1980. He has been the heaC:cr <':.the Products' Development Dep. 
at Hungalu Ajka Aluminiumindustrial Co., Ltd. He is responsible for the development 
of new products and procedures connecting with the alumina industry. 

Mr. Tibor Ferenczi, Dipl. Ing. 

Senior Researcher 
ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. 

graduated in 1964 at Veszprem University. He started working in Almasfuzito Alumina 
Plant as alumina technologist. He joined to ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. in 1974 and he is 
working for Alumina Technology Laboratory as senior researcher. His special fields 
are qualification of different kind of bauxites and development specialty aluminas. 
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Mr. Laszlo GILLEMOT, BSc, MSc, PhD. 

Head of Department for Material Sc!ence 
ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. 

DP/IND/88/015 

Graduated at Technical University of Budapest, as mechanical engineer. His special 
fields are mechanical testing and forming of semis, and application of a!uminium 
products. Acting as short term expert for UNIDO. 

Mrs. Eva HIDVEGI, BSc, MSc, PhD. 

Head oflnformation Centre 
ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. 

Mechanical engineer, received her PhD in 1970 in metallurgy and material testing at 
the Technical University of Budapest. As the organiser of the Information Centre, her 
present main field of interest is the collection and evaluation of technical and trading 
information. 

Mr. Laszlo LEITNER BSc, PhD 

Head of Fused Section 
MOTIM 

graduated from the Technical University Miskolc, Hungary, as a metallurgy engineer. 
He has worked in MOTIMs division, producing fused cast refractories, since 1969. In 
1982 he obtained his doctorate which was on the subject of the relationship between 
fused cast refractories and glass corrosion. After supef"\ising the manufacture as 
production manager for years, he was appointed to the head of MO TIM s fused cast 
section in 1991. Under his guidance the division has been making efforts to meet the 
new challenges and requirements set up under the changing market conditions and 
more growing competition. 

Mr. Tibor KALMAN, BSc, MSc, PhD. 

Head of Division for Bayer- and Specialty Alumina Technology 
ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. 

Graduated in 1965 at Veszprem University of Heavy Industry in Chemical Engineering 
(inorganic chemical technologies). He has been engaged in research on alumina 
production technology. He received his PhD. in I 981 in bauxite digestion technology 
from V cszprem University. 
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Mr. Karoly NAGY, Dipl. Ing. 

Marketing Manager 
MOTIM 

-3- DP/IND/88/015 

graduated from Veszprem Chemical University as a chemical engineer. After working 
several years in a laboratory, he joined MOTIM in 1986. Working in the Customer 
Service Department as a sales engineer, he gathered a wide-ranging knowledge 
concerning the application ofMOTIM's fused cast blocks in various fields. Since the 
decentralisation ofMOTIM's marketing activities in 1991, he has been directing as 
marketing manager the selling of the fused cast refractories. 

Mr. Ferenc SITKEI, BSc 

Director of Alumina Branch 
HUNGALU Ajka Aluminiumindustrial Co~ Ltd 

Graduated at Veszprem University (Hungary) as a chemical engineer and at Budapest 
University as an economist. He has taken part in development ofline process control 
system and new technologies for the alumina industry. At present he us the director of 
Alumina Branch in Ajka Aluminiumindustrial Co .• Ltd. 

Mr. Karoly SOLYMAR, BSc, PhD. 

Principal Scientist 
ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. 

Graduated as chemical engineer (Inorganic chemical technologies, specialized for 
electrochemistry) in 1957 at Veszprem University, Hungary. Main fields of activity: 
gallium recovery, Bayer process development, especially digestion with catalytic 
additives and lime chemistry (causticization procedures), co- and by-products, 
contribution to preparation of techno-economic studies for alumina plants. Short term 
consultant for UNIDO. Organizer (lecturer and supervisor) of technical programs of 
LTNIDO Group Trainings on alumina production held in Hungary in 1979 and 1983, in 
China in 1984, in Vietnam in 1989. 
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Mr. Balint SZABO, Dipl. Ing. 

Managing Director 
Hungamola Ltd. 

-4- DP/IND/88/015 

Graduated 3t Budapest T echnicaJ University (Hungary) as a mechanical engineer in 
1968_ He has dealt WJth the development of equipments and technologies for alumina 
industry. At present he is the managing director ofHungamola Ltd., a subsidiary of 
Ajka Aluminiumindustrial Co., Ltd. 

Mrs. Maria TOTH-BENJAMIN, BSc, PhD. 

Head of Research and Quality Control Department 
Af,QXID (Almasfiizito Alumina) Ltd. 

Graduated in 1969 at Faculty of Natural Sciences ofELTE University, Budapest, as 
chemist. Employed as research r.hemist at AJmasfuzito Alumina Plant since 1969. At 
present she works as leader of research and development activities of special aluminas. 
Leading member of the local organization of Hungarian Mining and Metallurgical 
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THE INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS WOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR £:?ISCUSSlON 
\v1TH PARTICIPANTS ON SATIJRDAY OCTOBER 30, 1993. 
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• UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
ORGANIZATION 

VIENNA INTERNATIONAL CENTRE 
P.O. BOX 300, A-1400 VIENNA. AUSTRIA 
TELEPHONE: 211 310 TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: UNIDO VIENNA TELEX: 
136612 uno FAX: 232156 

This evaluation file is prepared by ALUTERV-FKI Ltd. on the basis of official UNIDO 

evaluation file 

EV ALU A TI ON - GROUP TRAINING PROGRAMI\1ES 

Name of participant: 

country: India 

Programme: Workshop on Production and Application 
30.10.1993 

of Alumina Chemicals (DP/IND/88/015) 

I. PROGRAMME CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION : 

I. \Vhat is your opinion of the total duration of the course: 

Too long 

Just right 

Too short 

I I 

I I 

I I 

Host 

Date: 25.10 -
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if not "just right". what. in your opinion would be t'1e most suitable duration for the 

course? 

I I days 

Please comment: 

2. State your opinion about the daily schedule: 

Tooha~ I I 

Just right I I 

Too light I I 

Comments: 

3. Would you suggest any changes in the general nature of the training 

programme? 
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4. Do you f ttl that the training ~orresponded to your professional needs? 

To a very large extent I I 

To a large extent I I 

To a sufficient extent I I 

To a small extent I I 

To a very small extent I I 

Please comment: 

5. What do you think of the general level of the training? 

Much too high I I 

Too high I I 

Adequate I I 

Too low , 
I I 

Much too low I I 

Comments: 
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6. \Vhich subjects of the programme did you find most valuable! (Please 

state reason; for example new subject, my speciality, relevant to my work, 

new information, etc.). 

Subject Reason 

7. Which subjects of the programme did you find least valuable! State why 

(for example too elementary, inadequate instruction, irrelevant to my 

work, etc.). 

Subject Reason 

8. Were there in your opinion any relevant subjects that were not 

adequately covered in the programme? 

Yes I I 

No I I 

If yes, what did you miss? 
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9. Which changes would you have preferred in the methods of instructions! 

no changes more less 

aj~~ I I I I I 

I 

b) panel discussion I I I I I 

I 

Comments: 
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I 0. How did you find the gener:al standard of the instructors with mpttt to: 

i) command of English ii) method of 

instruction 

Very good i I I I 

Rather good I I I I 

Fair I I I I 

Poor I I I I 

Very poor I I I I 

Please comment : 

11. Did you have sufficient time for professional exchange of views with: 

i) the programme staff ii) fellow-

participants 

Yes I . 
I I ! 

No I I I I 

12. How much did you benefit from these exchanges of views with: 

A great deal 

Much 

i) the programme staff i1) 

I I 

I I 

fellow-

I I 

I I 
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Somewhat 

Little 

Not at all 

Please comment: 

II. RELEVANCE AND APPLICABILITY: 

I I 

I I 

I I 

DP/IND/88/0IS 

I I 

I I 

I I 

13. Did you find the contents of the programme relevant to conditions in your 

company (institute)? 

To a very large extent I I 

To a large extent I I 

To a sufficient extent I I 

To a small extent I I 

To a very small extent I I 

Please state why: 
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14. Do you feel that by participating in this training prognmme you have 

benefited professionally? 

Tu a very large extent I I 

To a large extent I I 

To a sufficient extent I I 

To a small extent I I 

To a very small extent I I 

Please state why: 

15. Do you think you will have an opportunity to apply your newly acquired 

knowledge and experience in your present job? 

To a very large extent I I 

To a large extent I I 

To a sufficient extent I I 

To a small extent I I 

To a very small extent I I 

What difficulties, if any, would you expect to meet? 
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16. \Viii you be in a position to transfer your acquittd knowledge to others in 

your country? 

To a very large extent I I 

To a large extent I I 

To a sufficient extent I I 

To a small extent I I 

To a very small extent I I 

17. How will this transfer be done? 

a) In a day-to-day work to colleagues and subordinates 

b) In specific training activities inside present employment 

c) In specific training activities outside present employment 

What difficulties, if any, would you expect to meet? 

Ill Further Suggestions 

18. Further suggestions 

I I 

I I 

I I 
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EVALUATION - OF \VORKSHOP PROGRAMMES 

Name of participant: Host country: India 

Programme: Workshop on Production and Application Date: 25 .10 - 30 .10 .1993 
of Alumina Chemicals (DP/IND/88/015) 

I. PROGRAMME CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION : 

I. What is your opinion of the total duration of the course: 

Too long 

Just right 

Too short 

I 8 I 

051 

I 21 

If not "just right". what. in your opinion would be the most suitable duration for the 

course? 

I 3 I days 

Comments: 
[05] Contents for presentation were not very focused on the title subjects. As such, 

presentations were dragged wiih irrelevanr. matters to fill up timesheets awarded 

to authors. 
[08] Non metallurgical grade alumina route, special alumina manufacturing process, 

know-how, engineering design. Plant equipments and capacity needs to be 
elaborated. 

[ 1 OJ Some of the presentation dealt in a lot of detail regarding the final use of the 
products rather than the prcduct itself I feel this could be reduced to a certain 
extent to gain some time. 

[ 11] Sometimes the presentation was lengthy. 
[ 1 SJ Most of presentation were just reading out from the Handouts. This was not 

necessary and could have saved time. 
[ 16] Coverage of production process techniques could have benn included for the 

benefit of participanta. Inclusion of market scenario in Indian context could have 
been advantageous. 

[21] This particular programme dealt mostly with commercial and marketing aspects 
of the product. Some more stress on techno-applications would have been 
helpful for prospective parties. 

[33] Could be more precise presentations. 
(34] Though the name suggests it is a Workshop on "Production of Alumina 

Chemicals", bur this aspect was not deliberated in details. Characteristics and 
application of Alumina Chemicals were covered in good length. 
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[35) The course covered mainly commercial and marketing about of the o~ject. More 
technical details with process know-hows would have been helpful. 

[? ) Production part has been ignored. Almost all the speakers left this area excepting 
a few. Application part areas covered adequately. 

2. State your opinion about the daily schedule: 

Tooh~~ /3/ 

Comments: 

Just right 

Too light 

[06) As times repetition of similar subject matter. 

1221 

I I 

[08) For each topics separate ten minutes discussion is essential 
[21) The duration could be slightly extended in the form of mutual exchange of 

thoughts and ideas on the field. 
[30) Boring lectures. 
[34] The topics were monotones and hea~. In order to create good interest. some 

side subjects maybe included. 
[?) Very well organised. 

3. \Vould you suggest any changes in the general nature of the training 

programme? 

[04] The lectures of the foreign experts should be interpreted with presentations by 
local companies on their experiences. More emphasis should be given to status of 
local industry, market scenario and market potential so as to give necessary 
impetus for the future development of the industry. In this aspect AAI and 
JNARDDC could play a significant role. 

[05] The presentations had not focused any specific training objective. Information 
shared were old production statistics, not carefully analysed. 

[06] Invite primary producers to present paper. 
[08] Plant visits of "GONDAL" and "HINDAL" is essential. At tt>e plant sites lectures 

and discussion will be more fruitful. 
[09] It would be helpful iflecture notes can be given in advance to the dele£ates. 
[ 11] The training programme should be more informative and the discussion time 

should be increased. 
[ 12] Hungarian faculty was not the right choice. 
[IS] Some more application related data may be presented. 
[24] Although the Workshop was aimed for the production and application of spec. 

alumina chemicals, but the production part particulary technology of speciality 
alumina chemicals was not given adequat coverage. 

[34] It is good that outline information was provided in a booklet form with a view to 
introduce the subject. More scope exists to enrich it to make it more informative 
and useful. 
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[40] Probably it would be better to have a interaction wilh consumers and producers; 
also to bring highly specialised experts. 

[? ] Comments as in item I. 

4. Do you feel that the training corresponded to your professional needs? 

To a very large extent I 3 I 

To a large extent I 51 

To a sufficient ex-tent i 11 

To a small extent I 8/ 

To a very small extent I 2/ 

Comments: 
[04] As explained in (3) a very little or rather no information was given on Indian 

market potenti:tl for speciality alumina chemicals, technology status, technology 
and availability. 

[05] Very little flavour of training in course extents. 
[08] a.) Samples of each grade with price tariff from different companies can be 

displayed. 
b.) Comparison of products from big manufacturing companies with price tariff 
and international price can be enlighten during presentation. 

[2 I] I would expect some more techno-theoretical details from the well-known and 
.erudite faculty members. 

[24] In fact there was no training. 
[27] Training Materials could be supplied to the panicipants at least a week before the 

training programme. 

s. What do you think of the general level of the training? 

Comments: 

Much too high I I 

Too high I 21 

Adequate 

Too low 

Much too low 

/ 19 / 

I 31 

I I I 

[06] As such since we are already us specials business for sometime the areas 
concerned are in general already known. 

[12] Today, in the international market for speciality alumina hydrates and aluminas -
ALUTERV in a comparatively small player and does not possess the best 
technologies. Under these circumstances, inputs from the ::;o called experts was 
of low standard. 

(27] My training and experience were mainly in the held of aluminium and alloys As 
am I an information officer in the Aluminium Association of India. There was a 
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need for me to know more about alumina (the basic material for Al production 
and as a general engg. medium). 

[30] The standard of many lectures was very poor. 
[34] JNARDDC may like to put a style and well designed format for present paper 

with a view to bring in some( .......... ) of standardisation. 
[40] Understandably, the course through supposed to cover the production aspects, 

did not cover to 'i sufficient extent production of speciality hydrates and 
aluminas for reasons of confidentiality, as my opinion it would have been better if 
a little more information on production aspects was also revealed. 

[? ] Production, an important area left almost untouched. 
[??] Adequate to high so far applications are concerned. 

6. Which sulijects of the programme did you find most valuable? (Please 

state reason; for example new subjec~ my speciality, relevant to my work, 

new information, etc.). 

7. 

Subject 
All 
Activated alumina 
Alcan lecture 
Alumina trihydroxide 
Calc:ned alumina 
Ceramic oxides 
Fused+ abrasive alumina 
Main strategy 
Marketing 
Tabular alumina 

3 
4 

1 
3 
1 
7 
5 
1 
3 
5 

Which subjects of the programme did you find least valuable? State why 

(for example too elementary, inadequate instruction, irrelevant to my 

wor~ etc.). 

Subject 
All 
Majority 
Alcan lecture 
Alumina trihydroxide 
Calcined alumina 
Ceramic oxides 
Fused + abrasive alumina 
Main strategy 
Marketing 
Tabular alumina 

2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
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8. \Vere there in your opinion any relevant subjects that were not 

adequately covered in the programme! 

Yes I 19 I 

No I 41 

Missing topics: 

[05] Testing methods, instruments, requered and cost thereof Importance of Quality 
Assurance for specials. Packing standards for fire products. 

[06] Not such detailed discussion on actual new technology. 
[08] Plant equipments data and testing equipments details are not covered for specials 

alumina chemicals. 
[09] Details of processing 
[ 11] The problem in analysis of speciality high pure alumina was not covered in this 

programme. Some impurities, which are present in ppm and ppb level and 
difficult analytical problem is to covered for quality checking. 

[ 12] As already mentioned, details of production processes were not concerned. 
[15] Most of presentation were just reading out from the Handouts. This was not 

necessary and could have saved time. 
[ 16] Production process routes, cost aspects, techno-economic analysis and most 

suitable process route. 
[ 18] Production aspect of the speciality hydrates and alumina was not adequately 

covered. 
(20] Specifications and process details. 
[24] There should have been more elaborations on the technology of products. 
[29] Preparation procedure and details to manufacture special A TH and alumina. 
[30] Subject was good but coverage was not upto expectation. 
(34] Production methods evolved in production of speciality alumina and various 

important technical parameters. 
[ 40] Production techniques of spc. hydrates/aluminas etc. 
[? ] As stated at 1. and 5. 
[??] Production part of speciality products of hydrate and alumina their equipments 

use for various unit operations in details. 

9. Which changes would you have preferred in the methods of instructions? 

a) lectures 

b) panel discussion 

Comments: 

no changes 

I 14 I 

I 10 I 

[08] a.) Refractory consumers and R+D workers. 
b.) Abrasive consumers and R+D workers. 

more 

I 1 I 

I 7 I 

less 

I 5 I 

I I I 

c.) Alumina chemical panel. Participants can be grouped in above three panels 
on the afternoon sessions for the closer interact. 
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[09] It would be helpful if presentation and discussions are focused on low technology 
products, high technology products and medium technology products. 
Discussion on problems of energy, environment oflocal industries and how to 
overcome them learning from the experience of others. 

[11] Panel discussion time should be increased to understand the pr-.>blem in better 
way. 

[12] Lectures were monotonous with little coverage of production methods (already 
mentioned) and experiences in this field. 

[15] More information about experimental and pilot plan data and behaviour of 
product at the customer end. 

[ 18] Lectures should be more organised. 
[3 5] More time is panel discussion help in elucidating and cleaning various aspects 
[? ] It was excellent all thorough the session. 

I 0. How did you find the general standard of the instructors with respect to: 

i) command ii) method 
of English of instruction 

Very good I 1 I I 3 I 

Rather good I 6 I I 10 I 

Fair / 13 I I 9 I 

Poor I 51 I 3 I 

Very poor I I I I 

Comments: 

[06] Rather monotonous. 
[07) However with the help of chart and extremely good literature given less 

commend of English language was not felt. 
[08] Practical instructions at the any of the plant site of ''HIND AL" or "INDAL" will 

be more effective. 
[ 1 O] The poor command of English is explained by the presence of overseas 

delegates. However, their knowledge of English was good enough to 
communicate their ideas without any antiquity. 

[12] Quality of transparencies presented by some hungarian experts were very bad. 
Many of them were literally reading out was projected. 

[34] All had not come fully prepared and difference in quality of presentation was 
obvious. 

[35) Generally satisfactions. 
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11. Did you have suffkient time for professional exchange of views with: 

Yes 

No 

i) the programme staff 

I 19 I 

I 5 I 

ii) fellow-participants 

I 19 I 

I 5 I 

12. Bow much did you benefit from these exchanges of views with: 

i) the proggmme staff ii) fellow-participants 

A great deal I 3 I I 3 I 

Much I 111 I 11 

Somewhat I 61 I IO I 

Little I 51 I 51 

Not at all I I I I 

Comments: 

(08] Each participants introduction and his acttvtty of work should have been 
introduced to the programme staff before the workshop. 

(34) Benefit can be enhanced if lecture copies were given in advance (some were 
given of course). 

[35) The programme was tightly time-bound. 
(40) The field being highly specialised, there was hardly any interaction with fellow 

participation. 

II. RELEVANCE AND APPLICABILITY: 

13. Did you find the contents of the programme relevant to conditions in your 

company (institute)? 

To a very large extent I 3 I 

To a large extent I 11 

To a sufficient extent I 9! 

To a small extent I 51 

To a very small extent I I I 

Reasons: 

(04) We are a non alumina company and want to enter the field of speciality alumina 
chemicals. The contents of the curve were tailor made for alumina companies 
only. 

(06] We are directly in this business. 
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[07] We are consumer of aluminium hydrate and have no need at present for non
metallic alumina. 

[08] Topics covered are relevant for the new project ideas and its implementation. 
[09] Alumina materials/chemicals are relevant to the progress of Indian ceramic 

industry. 
[12] As of new, we are the only firm in India manufacturing special 

hydrates/aluminas. As ~ch programme was expected further widen our 
knowledge on the subject. 

[16] Our organisation. MECON (L) Ltd. is already in the field and nice inputs given 
during the Workshop will definitely beneficial. 

(21 J No have been engaged in the production and processes development of special 
aluminas in own company. 

[33] We are in this business 
[35) We are engaged in developing the industry of speciality aluminas. 
[40) Even though NALCO is in the field of SGA. with the depressed conditions of 

market and high market potentials. Spc. hydrates/aluminas have a big future. 
NALCO has plans to explore this market and participation has helped my 
organisation. 

[? ] It could have been very useful if production of speciality aluminas would have 
been adequately covered. 

[??] Wide range of applications and properties are informed. 

14. Do you fed that by participating in this training programme you have 

benefited professionally? 

To a very large extent I 31 

To a large extent I 61 

To a sufficient extent I 8/ 

To a small extent I 11 

To a very small extent I I I 

Reasons: 

(05] Our company is in this business, with the support of ALCOA, for last 12 years. 
Much advanced level course would have been useful. 

(06] Nothing new or cf much interest. 
[08] Bauxite exploration geologist, I am benefited for its industrial applications other 

than metallurgical grade to a large extent 
[12] As mentioned elsewhere, this program was partially successful in professionally 

benefiting me. 
(16] The areas like tabular aluminas and wide range of ceramic aluminas were dealt 

with in detail during discussions. 
[21] I have received sufficient technical information as well as mark-potentials. 
[34] As speciality alumina is a field in which I may have to want for my company m 

near future. 
(35] As stated in "13" above. 
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[40] 

["??] 

The programme has been highly informative about application of special 
hydrates/aluminas. 
Knowledge of wide application, world market and properties of different grade 
products were discussed. 

IS. Do you think you will have an opportunity to apply your newly acquired 

knowledge and experience in your present job! 

To a very large extent I 21 

To a large extent I 3 I 

To a sufficient extent I 11 I 

To a small extent I 5 I 

To a very small extent I 4 I 

Difficulties: 

[07) At present it is not our field of interest. 
[08) Newly acquired knowledge can be put before the Gujarat mineral Development 

Board members. Difficulty expected that non technical members are mostly 
appointed in the GMDC Board. All Board meetings M.D and Joint M.D. are 
representing who are non technical professionals. 

[12) As the inputs were not of much relevance. 
[16] In developing the economic production process routes for different products. 
(21) Some non technical informations details and their on field applications would 

have been non helpful. 
(34] Yes as reasons are given against in point 14. 
(35) Practical difficulties in applying the technical aspects dealt with non clarifications 

were wanted. 
[? ) To the extent it was covered in the programme. 
[??] Equipment selection in different unit operations. 

16. \Viii you be in a position to transfer your acquired knowledge to others in 

your country? 

17. 

To a very large extent 

To a large extent 

To a sufficient extent 

To a small extent 

To a very small extent 

How will this transfer be done? 

I 31 

I 31 

I 11 I 

I 51 

I 31 

a) In a day-to-day work to colleagues and subordinates 

b) In specific training activities inside present employment 

c) In specific training activities outside present employment 

I 191 

I 4 I 

I 1 I 
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Difficulties: 

(08] "Gujarat Mineral Development Corporation" is not doing any development 
activities, e.~cept exploitation of minerals. Gujarat state mineral development 
corporation should spare some funds for developments of value added mineral 
products corr.paign. 

[34] More information may be required to satisfy all enquires. 
(35] In practical applications. 

Ill Further Suggestions 

18. Further suggestions 

[05) a.) Higher level of participation from end-users would have brought on the 
development needs. 
b.) Panicipation/presentation by University Scholars, dealing on related matters, 
would have helped bringing industry closer to Institutes. 
c.) Agents for sophisticated instruments for Quaiity Assurance, as needed to 
suppon activities in this business. could furnish cost data, maintenance contracts, 
etc. for the prospective entrepreneurs to acquire relevant infonnation. 

(06] Some presentation could have been given by Indian Institute of Science. 
(08) a.) Programme staff members can be taken to the bauxite rich states. Existing 

value-added projects of bauxite can be shown to them for the expansion, 
diversification and modification. 
b.) Visits to the consumer industry and seller and buyers meet can be arranged 
keeping programme staff members as a liasion officer. 
c.) Production technology and services rendered may be published in the house 
journal of the centre. 
d.) "Monthly Home Bulletin" may be published by the JNARRDC. Nagpur. 
e.) All special alumina chemicals price tariffs. with CIF 'value' can be compiled 
from companies and publisherl in the suggested Bulletin. 

[20) Sight-seeing of user industries should be included. 
[24) a.) There should have been some visit to plants using alumir.ium chemicals 

around Bangalore. 
[27) Such Programmes of training related to aluminium and aluminium products 

should be organised. 
[??] a.) The workshop should highlighted some aspects of preparation methods along 

with equipments selection for such methods based on their commercial 
cxpenences. 
b.) Also the addresses of such equipments manufacturer was not covered. 
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WORKSHOP ON •PR.ODUCllON AND APPUCA TIONS OF AUJP.UNA 
OIEMICALS• 

The workshop on •Produdioa and Appliations of Alumina Cllemicafs• was 
organised at the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for AdYaDCed Scientific Research 
Bangalore during the pttfod Oct 27 - 29, '93. The workshop faculty was drawn 
fl'Olll AUITERV-FKI Budapest and the Hungarain alumina Plants. The serrices 
of these experts wen made anilable thl"OUgb the amstance of UNDP/UNIDO as 
part of their support for the project o! sett.in: up of the JaW2harlal Nehru 
Aluminium Resean:h De•elopment and Desiga Centtt Nagpur (Project No. 
DP/IND/88/015). 'lbe experts bad made preparations for the Workshop oa 
October 2', '93 and were aftilable oa October 30, '93 for offering consultations 
to the interested participants. 

The main objectives of the workshop were the following: 

- to provide infonnation on world produdion, co~mption, cbaraderisation and 
applications or alumina cbanicals 
- to offer a forum for d~ion between the producers, consumers and R le D 
and academic institutions in the country on Yarious apsects related to alumina 
chemicals. 

The participants (numbering forty two) were mainly from the aluminium 
industries, consumer industries (machine tools, refradories), R & D laboratories 
and aademic institutions. Apart from the lectures from the UNDP/UNIDO 
experts, there were presentations from primary producers and fro1n the consumer 
industries wherein some of the immediate needs in the country and problems were 
highlighted. 

It has become dear that the area or alumina chemicals represents a highly 
competititve field and therefore the infonnation available is extremely limited. 
Indian aluminium company has extensive experience in the field and are the only 
producer in India. The other alumina producers are keen to start some adivities 
in the field but are limited by almost total lack or infonnation. Considering these 
facts, it may be concluded thaJ the workshop has provided some basic information 
and an opportunity for the Indian producers to discuss some or their plans with 
international experts. In addition a meeting point for interaction between the 
producers and consumers has been established. 

On the basis or the information made available and the discu~ions, it should be 
possible for the alumina producing companies to plan their strategies and 
formulate their programme with regard to alumina cht.mials production in the 
country. Any basic research and development work needed in this regard would 
be carried out by thf' Jawaharlal Nehru Aluminium Research Development and 
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Design Centre along 'lll'itb other R & D organisations and academic institutions in 
the country. 

The abstract or the report was prepared in Nagpur in agreement with the Project 
management. 
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